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This newsletter is the result of a true team effort.
Lungani and the editorial team begin meeting in the
beginning of the year to plan and prepare who is going
to write about what. This generates a lot of excitement
and energy and provides students with useful life
skills such as: team collaboration and decision making,
understanding committees, target audiences, editing,
interviewing, research and working to deadlines.
Who is Imbali?
Imbali is a professional training provider of art, craft
and design skills and creative arts teacher education.
With 29 years of experience, Imbali is a leader in its
field. As a non-profit organisation (NPO) Imbali focusses on the disadvantaged in society.
Vision
To change people’s lives through arts education and
training.
Mission
Imbali is committed to achieving and maintaining a
leadership role in the arts, crafts and design education
and training sector through upholding high standards
of training and professional teacher development,
emphasising creativity and innovation in everything we
do.

Imbali is characterised by the following key attributes:
•
•
•
•

Helping individuals reach their full potential as
artists, crafters, designers and teachers.
Contributing to the development of a vibrant artistic
and cultural economy in South Africa
Excellence, innovation and mastery in the arts and
crafts sectors
Upliftment, sharing and co-operation between arts,
crafts, design and other disciplines.

With this set of values, Imbali will continue to grow and
set new standards in the fields of craft production and
design and creative arts teacher education in South
Africa. Imbali is a non-profit organisation that relies on
funding to run all its activities.
Editorial team:
Lungani Mogale
Sifiso Suntsha
Lebuseng Mofokeng
Tshepo Ledwaba
Adelaide Mthembu
Esethu Siphondo
Mpho Nkgau
Ishmael Ngobeni

The Imbali 2019 Programme
By Lungani Mogale

New students, new modules, new products, new visits and visitors exchanging
skills. 2019 was also the year Imbali won a Business and Art South Africa (BASA)
‘Increasing access to the arts award’ along with our partner MTN Foundation,
for the Imbali Artbook, ‘Adventuring into Art’. These are all signs of a project
moving forward and growing with the students.
Justine Watterson, the director has been doing a great job of linking and
connecting the project with other projects out there locally and internationally
and making sure the project stays on course and continues the job it has been
doing for many years now.
Through the selection of the first years’, Imbali was aiming for a
strong group - learners who would prove eager and hungry for
skills. From their first module, the first year group did very well
and there have been amazing improvements in every one of
them throughout the year.
Another interesting new module at Imbali has been the Monday
morning Life Skills sessions with Kamal Naran and Alisa Ray. They
tackle life issues in general and also personal issues affecting
students and they provide participants with tools
to overcome whatever circumstances they might
be facing in and outside of Imbali. They invite
suggestions of topics from students which are
incorporated into the module. Specialist guests
are invited to talk about many issues including
substance abuse, the LGBTIQ+ community and
conflict management. This new programme has
been proudly supported this year with Funding
from the Virginia Wellington Cabot Foundation.
The Life Skills programme started at 10:00am and so Imbali
introduced ‘Motivational Mondays’ for the first hour when one
of the staff presented an inspiring video or a talk in the hope that
everyone perhaps can learn something new or be inspired for the
week ahead.
So much has happened at Imbali - too many events to mention
here - but look at the pictures and read some more stories to get
an idea of the busy and exciting year we have experienced.
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Visiting craft shops with Portia
On 25 February 2019, the 2nd years did some market research with Portia Thenjwayo (Business Skills Facilitator). The
aim of the trip was to visit various Arts and Craft Shops to look at products and their prices. First we visited Art Africa
in Parkview. Art Africa stocks fabrics, jewellery, homeware and furniture, as well as amazing ceramics, lighting and
other hand-crafted items from all over Africa. Their products range from very affordable to extremely high prices.
The next stop was Moyo. Moyo stocks South African crafts such as textiles, ceramics and small jewellery. We
discovered that Moyo and Art Africa have similar types of products. However, the difference between the two is that
Art Africa has vibrant staff who are very helpful and the place is really clean. There are always customers there. Moyo
has beautiful products but they are dusty and not really taken care of. There is only one one staff member who is the
manager.
After the lunch break we went to the Kim Sacks Gallery - the best place to end off the trip. The gallery is located
in Parkwood where it is surrounded by many other interesting shops and galleries. We saw fascinating creative art
works at this gallery from rural craft to cutting-edge contemporary design. The work at the gallery is made from many
different types of materials and techniques includes sculpture, basketry, metalwork, textiles and beads.
Compared to the two other stores; the Kim Sacks Gallery is aimed at
a ‘high end’ market. All the stock is of high quality and the collection
is carefully selected from all over Africa.
It was so interesting to look at all these products and compare
prices. A crafter needs to know his or her own target market but it is
a good idea to have different price ranges and to always consider the
creation of high quality products.

Madi a Thavha expedition
By Sifiso Suntsha

Imbali third year students embarked on an expedition to Madi
a Thavha, a mystical and magnificent habitation located in the
Limpopo province. Madi a Thavha which means “water of the
mountain” in the Vhenda language is a place surrounded by
mountains. There is a mountain with spring water right next to the
Madi a Thavha lodge where the students were accommodated and
the Madi a Thavha name derives from the mountain with spring
water. The surroundings were beautiful and a highlight of the trip
was a walk to a giant Baobab tree. The most amazing thing about
the lodge was how a plumbing system was created to carry the
mountain water from the spring to the taps. The hospitality that the
students received was first class. The meals that were served were
delightful and abundant.
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The purpose of the
expedition was to exchange
skills between crafters of
Johannesburg and Limpopo.
The third year students had
an opportunity to learn some
traditional beading techniques
from three Tsonga speaking
women. The students were
taught about colours and
symbols used in the Tsonga
beadwork designs. There
were three main parts in the
Madi a Thavha workshop, the
first was using beads to create jewellery the traditional way and the second was
applying beads onto the fabric the traditional way, the third was a tour to see
the traditional crafts of the area.
Next year’s third year class will also embark on an expedition to Madi a Thavha
for the same purpose, then the Tsonga women who facilitated the Madi
a Thavha workshop will get an opportunity to come to Johannesburg and
participate in a potato printing workshop conducted by Imbali.
The Imbali and Madi a Thavha exchange workshops will culminate in a
collaborative exhibition that will take place during April or May 2020 at the
Madi a Thavha shop at Victoria Yards in Johannesburg. This exchange has been
supported by the Madi a Thavah Mountain Lodge and the R.B Hagart Trust.
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Visiting Facilitators

and developing our weaving skills after they
returned to Denmark.

Imbali has a passion to see the best
in every learner and to try and help in
every way possible. They make sure
that the learners are well informed
and are equipped to handle the real
world. They achieve this by sourcing
out the best in the industry to give
workshops.

All the tools and materials they left for us will
go a long way!

by Tshepo Ledwaba

One of the visiting facilitators that
Imbali brought to assist learners
was Nomusa Sithole who was with
Imbali for a month from May to June
2019. Nomusa specialized in Applique and Embroidery: she worked with
the first year group around the theme of the Joburg inner city. Connie
Sedumedi also worked with Imbali students in 2019 teaching specialist
sewing, pattern making and patchwork skills.
Another thing that has become Imbali’s culture is having international
artists visiting the project. Kathrin Stalder began visiting in 2007 to share her
skills with learners. Over the years she brought other artists such as Helen
Halbeisen (with book binding skills), Ildoko Caspo (who worked with the
first years, teaching an introduction to art), and Harriet Riddell (who taught
everyone the amazing free-stitch embroidery technique).

Imbali decided to mix the two groups to work
together and exchange skills once Eva and Ane
returned to Denmark. Some of the first year
students who had learnt the Burkina weave
technique from Eva passed this on to second
and third year students and Portia worked with
some first year students showing them how
to weave baskets and containers from plastic
strapping (used in the packaging industry to
close boxes). This was the technique learnt
from Ane.
There is also a high possibility that these weaving techniques will be
integrated into Imbali’s teaching programme as one of the new modules in
2020. Eva and Ane’s trip to South Africa and their time spent at Imbali was
made possible by Baskets4life and One Step.

Other international artists started recognising Imbali and developing
relationships with our project. This year we had the privilege and pleasure of
sharing and working with two of the most talented and experienced weavers
from Denmark: Eva Seidenfaden and
Ane Lyngsgaard.
They came and worked with Imbali staff
and students from the 28 October to 8
November. Sadly the programme was
only 2 weeks and too short for all they
had to teach us, but the interaction
was inspiring and informative and we
have been able to continue learning
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Visitors from Chilli

Kwanele Kubeka specializes in starch batik. His theme is
‘The big 5’ and he has been making cushion covers.

by Lungani Mogale

“I love starch batik and I know I can do it on my own. I
have been thinking of how to use this technique to make
products to sell. I will also experiment with screen printing. Since I’ve been here I have learned a lot of things in
general like being open and communicating with other
people. Also that when you’re doing something, don’t
do it just for the sake of doing it, you must love it. When you love something you can understand it better.”

Imbali hosted a group of
ladies from Chilli who were
on a creativity tour around
South Africa with their teacher
Carolina Hevia. Their specialty
was embroidery, but here at
Imbali they got to learn potato
printing for a day.
The Imbali team worked with
them; helping them to make
designs and then to carve their
designs into the potatoes.

Patrick Ubane specializes in
patchwork. He is producing
cushion covers and bags.

They were amazed to see their
designs transferred onto pieces of fabric. Their final products were potato-printed bags which they took home as gifts
from Imbali. After that wonderful experience in the studio, the Chilean ladies headed to the Imbali shop where they
were astonished by the products they saw. They bought a lot of beautiful Imbali products to show off to their friends
and families in South America.

Talking to our Seniors
By Leboseng Mofokeng

It has become a popular feature of the Imbali Newsletter to include interviews with graduates to find out what they
are doing now, especially if they are still in the Arts and Crafts sector. This also serves to motivate and inspire the
current learners by highlighting possibilities of the various career paths they may choose.
This time we have taken a different angle towards this story and we have decided to interview our outgoing third
year graduates. We decided to do this because we had a life skills session on November 11th when Imbali alumni
came to talk to the students and spoke about what they are doing now. The graduates were Sifundo Mbatha, Mxolisi
Mkonto, Yoliswa Mbobisa and Masetho Mohohlo. They spoke about their careers, challenges and successes and how
they are using what they learnt at Imbali to benefit themselves and the community.
It was decided that for this edition of the Imbali student newsletter we interview our 2019 graduates to find out how
prepared they are to go out and make a living with the skills they have acquired.
Sydney Tshabalala specializes in appliqué and embroidered portraits inspired by
famous South African artists. He will turn these into framed wall hangings.
“Amongst everything we’ve learned, we excel differently at a variety of skills. I can’t
say I’m confident with all of them but the two I can say I can make a living out of are
appliqué and ceramics. I was doing pottery before I
joined Imbali.My aim is not to be employed, but to
employ- to start a business- but I still need to equip
myself with more knowledge in the business sector.”

“Out of all the skills and techniques I have learned I became more interested in patchwork and screen printing. I have started printing t-shirts in
my community just to earn my own cash in my pocket.
I would like to see myself producing patchwork homewares and I just
registered a brand which I think will help pave my business goals. Printing
t-shirts for special events is an angle I would like to explore besides producing my own products. To start my business I can say my family is very
supportive and willing to assist and if I
get a job it will be only till my business
is strong and stable.”
Tshepo Ledwaba also specializes in
patchwork and is producing clothing.
“I’m very confident about most things we’ve learned at Imbali and I believe that I
can produce good products with these skills. At the moment I’m focusing on producing clothing with patchwork as I just bought a sewing machine and I am sharpening up my sewing skills. I can also do screen printing for quick cash working with
orders.”

All the products that you see here in our newsletter you can find
for sale in the Imbali shop inside Museum Africa.
We would like to thank all our facilitators for their help and
guidance during the year.

Fundile Sithole specializes in ceramics and she had
the luck of being mentored by the great ceramist,
Kim Sacks.
“I’m very confident with the skills I’ve learned- especially ceramics. Even with
some of the other techniques I’ve learned at Imbali, I know I can also make sellable
products. I have no intention of getting a job. Instead I’m going to start with what I
already have because I’ve been selling jewellery and I can say it’s been going quite
well and I have been establishing my customers.”
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The Imbali Shop
(Interview between Adelaide Mthembu and Prudence Muthumuni who’s been managing the Imbali shop for some
time now and who has grown in experience from being a student at the project).
A.M How has the shop been doing and what’s different from the previous years?
P.M “The shop has been doing slightly slow compared to other years but of course it’s a seasonal thing, when it’s
summer we get more clients and in winter it gets quiet. Besides our client base and our sources of marketing, the
museum usually helps with having more visitors and tourists but it hasn’t been that busy this year so that also
affected us.”
A.M How has the product side been?
P.M “It has been very good I must say. The quality, creativity and the beautiful bright colours have been kept up to
standard through critical planning by the staff and the facilitators who see it through the hands of creative students.”
A.M As a crafter/artist and running a crafts shop, how have you grown?
P.M “I have grown personally and professionally. Within a space of five years with Imbali I have gained a lot of
experience in terms of language and how to communicate with the clients depending upon whether they are local or
international. I have had first-hand experience of how to run a business.”
Would you consider another career besides one in the arts and if so, what would it be?
“No, I wouldn’t. Arts and craft is my passion. I honestly don’t think I can survive life without art. I could probably
teach kids art. But what I most enjoy is doing almost anything with my hands, especially in the arts sector.”

Imbali Artbooks: Northern Cape Workshops
by Sifiso Suntsha

I was honoured when Justine asked me to join her and Ruth on a trip to the
Northern Cape for the Imbali Artbook roll-out workshops.
Going down to Northern Cape for the first time was very interesting for me.
We drove for hundreds of kilometres to reach the Northern Cape and we also
drove hundreds of kilometres between De Aar, Springbok and Upington.
I live at Lenasia South currently but I was born in Soweto and I have spent a lot
of time in my life living in Soweto so it is always interesting and informative for
me to visit other provinces of South Africa. This trip that we embarked on for
me was not only about going to facilitate and teach some crafting skills but it
was also an opportunity for me to learn.

ways of looking at an artwork and interpreting an artwork. Then after all that each school representative took a book
to their school.
After conducting a very successful workshop in De Aar we drove to Upington. In Upington the workshops were also
wonderful. There we had a group of about thirty teachers. We also ran a very successful workshop in Upington. For
our last workshop we drove to Springbok where we worked with a group of about sixteen teachers. The previous
night we had decided to challenge ourselves and to move out of our comfort zones so for the last workshop I
facilitated the colour theory group, then Justine facilitated the line and tone group and Ruth facilitated the 3-D soap
carving group.
One thing that I have noticed is that a lot of arts and culture teachers are very theoretical in the classroom and the
workshop and the contents of the book really inspired them to actually get their hands dirty and do some artworks.
The soap carving technique was intimidating to some of the teachers because they were doing it for the first time.
The outcome was always impressive and the teachers themselves were amazed by their achievements. During the
last workshop when I was doing colour theory after the colour wheel painting exercise one of the participants told
me that she does not have a colour wheel in her classroom and that she would use the colour wheel we had just
painted in her classroom.
What I have learned during my visit to the Northern Cape is that the Imbali ‘Adventuring into Art’ books are really
necessary. They have the ability to help art teachers, even teachers who have never created an artwork before
because they are so user- friendly, colourful and interesting with a lot of information and high quality images. Some
images even fill up the entire page.
There is still a huge gap in the arts and culture education sector, the Imbali books and
workshops are playing a huge role in filling this gap. I am not saying this because of
only what I have seen but I am saying this based on what I have seen and what I have
heard from the workshop participants themselves. I would just like to quote some of the
sentiments expressed by some of the individuals who participated in those workshops.
One of the teachers said: “Thank you Imbali for the workshop and for giving us these
books to work with. I will use these books as a reference source for my lessons and I will
do the interesting activities in these books with my students”.
Another participant said: “These Imbali books are a high quality production, the pictures
are so bright and vivid it’s like having an art gallery inside a
book”

Before the first workshop in De Aar started I was looking forward to it with an
open mind and not too many expectations but with very positive vibrations
I must say. We had a group of about twenty teachers from various schools
around De Aar. First we introduced the Imbali Visual Literacy Project through
a short video that had been previously broadcasted on E-TV’s South African
Heroes. After that was the introduction of the Imbali Adventuring into Art
books and interaction with the books among participants and discussions
based on the content of each book.
Then there was the art making
process with three different art
making techniques to explore. I
facilitated the 3-D soap carving,
Justine facilitated colour theory
and Ruth facilitated line and tone.
And then for the last part of the
workshop the teachers interacted
with artworks and explored different
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this book to search
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Cartoons by: Ismael Ngobeni
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Book Review By Mpho Nkgau
THE ART OF HUSTLING
This book is written by an artist. Most south Africans know him
as Dj SBU. In this book he shares the secrets to cultivating his
irresistible quality. Using events that have shaped his own life,
he reveals how a positive outlook , resilience ,hard work and
determination can help you win in every sphere.
The inspiring read also acts as a practical handbook , showing
you how to apply The Art of Hustling to become a winning
salesperson .if you know how to sell ,you will never go hungry
.He believes that this simple skill holds the key to solving
Africa`s considerable unemployment problem.
His passion for youth development comes through loud and
clear in this easy to read and easy to use handbook full of
practical examples like sound advice and no nonsense insights.
It’s a must have for every person who wishes to further their
lives and their careers whether in the corporate world or
starting out on an entrepreneurial journey.
Persuasiveness, influence and a certain something that make it
impossible to say no.
In this book students will get useful information about how
to become hustlers with an active mind-set; how to become
better people , how their journey can be sparkling and brilliant.
The book shows how to live- not by just surviving, but by living
life and moving towards success.
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By Sifiso Suntsha
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BASA Award
Trophy
and Imbali
Artbook Set

Special thanks to our funders and partners without whom
none of this would be possible:
• Africa Craft Trust • Art Aid •Artist Proof Studio • BASA • Baskets4life • Caths SETA •
Department of Arts and Culture • Moving into Dance • MTN Foundation • Museum Africa
• National Arts Council • National Lotteries Commission • NEA Foundation • One Step
• R.B. Hagart Trust • Sticky Situations • The House of Embroidery • Virginia Wellington
Cabot Foundation • The Imbali Board • Friends of Imbali and all who so generously
contributed in so many ways to the project this past year.
Imbali can be contacted @ The Bus Factory,
3 Helen Joseph Steet, Newtown, Johannesburg.
Tel: +27 11 492 3333
Email: info@imbali.za.org
Web site: imbali.za.org
Facebook: Imbali Visual Literacy Project

